
The Next Generation of Style  

MJC homes are a lot like custom homes without the expense and added stress of starting with a blank 
canvas. Begin by browsing our newest collection of modern living designs and personalize the spaces that 
matter most to your family. Want a special style of cabinets and countertops? Unique flooring options? 
It’s up to you. Personalize one of our award-winning home designs to your heart’s content. Then sit back 
and watch your worry-free building experience unfold. Come explore your options to live better with MJC.

Elevation A

MJC Companies has brought a new level of refined 
artistry to the Reserve Grand Claire. This expansive 
ranch home boasts a full brick front elevation, which 
is accented with classic architectural details, rooflines 
and a dormer.
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A Wide Choice of Elevations Creates a Varied and 
 Appealing Streetscape in Your Neighborhood 
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ELEVAT ION  C
This elevation is the premier design for the Reserve Grand Claire. It displays an intriguing 
combination of hip and gable rooflines along with the eclectic use of stone, brick and 
limestone framed windows. A custom wing wall conceals the side entry garage. The result 
is a classic European-style home with timeless appeal.

ELEVAT ION  B
This exquisite ranch elevation draws its inspiration from timeless European style. The distinctive hip 
roofs feature curved eaves to balance the window shapes and shutters. The combination is a nod to 
the French Countryside.  




